Prayer of Release from Baphomet

(Freemasonry, the Occult, the New Age, Sexual Sin, Rape, etc.)
by Truth in Reality

In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth Yeshua Ha’Mashiach, I renounce and repent of all worship of the Baphopmet goat god through my own sexual sin.
I repent & renounce and repent of all worship of the Baphopmet goat god through the sexual sin of my forebears.
I confess and repent of my worship of Satan through sexual sin and renounce that worship.
I repent & renounce and repent of my involvement with the zodiac stars.
I repent & renounce all horoscopes and reading of the stars.
I renounce and break all sun worship by my forebears, in the mighty name of Jesus.
I repent & renounce and break every effect of tarot card reading, clairvoyance and communication with the dead.
I repent of and renounce all worship of the planets, sun, moon and stars.
I repent and renounce and break the god of mercury and the god of alchemy.
I break the spirit of clairvoyance off my life and command it to leave.
I cut all ties to Baphomet worship through freemasonry, druidism, the New Age, Mormonism, and Hinduism.
I cut all ties to Maphomet (sic) worship through Islam.
I repent and renounce and break every effect of the crescent moons of goat worship.
I renounce and break every effect and tie to the satanic bible and its Baphomet seat.
I repent and renounce and break all satanic magic, sex magic and sex alchemy.
I repent and renounce all curses of sodomy, bestiality and perversion that come from worshipping this, male, female and animal ‘in-one’, Azoth sexual deity.

I repent and renounce and break every stronghold of sexual lust, sodomy, bestiality, and perversion that has come down my and my spouse’s family line and the family line of any other sexual partner.

I repent and renounce and break every tie to ritual abuse through worship of the goat-god.

I repent and renounce and break every effect of the witchcraft symbolism of the Baphopmet-hand.

I repent and renounce and break every effect of the black art and craft of the goat-god.

I repent and renounce and break every tie to the goat.

I repent and renounce and break the vows taken while sitting on the goat.

I repent and renounce and break every effect of the ceremony of riding the goat, the violence of that ceremony and the resulting fear.

I repent and renounce on behalf of my and my spouse’s forebears who have demonstrated their sworn loyalty to Lucifer through performing the obscene kiss [kissing the goat’s anus].

I repent and renounce and break the effects of that kiss in Jesus’ name and ask you Father to cleanse me of every vile effect that has come down the generation line.

I repent and renounce the worship of satanic consummation, satanic ritual consummation and satanic ritual abuse.

I repent and renounce and break off my life the insanity that comes from worship of the goat-god and its spirit of bestiality.

I repent and break the aphrodisiac of inflamed sexual lust and sexual addiction coming from the fire of the goat-god.

I repent and renounce and break the seal of satan, the pentagram on the forehead and the opening of the psychic ‘third eye’.

I repent and renounce and break off my forehead the ‘Golden Triangle’ and its opening of the psychic ‘third eye’.
Father, I ask you to cleanse me from every dimension of the third eye and close that psychic entry point. I ask you to close all psychic entry points in Yeshua’s mighty name.

I repent and renounce and break off my life the twisted horns of the goat-god, and all idolatry of, and desire for the twisted power of the goat-god.

I repent and renounce and break every effect of the horns of the goat-god and break their power over my life and that of my family’s life.

I smash the horns of satan off my life and that of my family’s life.

I repent and renounce and break all brain damage and insanity caused by the worship of this goat-god.

I repent and renounce and break all fragmentation of the mind and personality in my family line and myself through the worship of the goat-god, bestiality and all abuse.

I break, bind and command to leave every demon assigned to fragment my mind, in the name of Yeshua Ha’Mashiach.

I repent and break all worship of the woman’s breasts, through the power of the goat-god and through pornography.

I repent and renounce and break the Baphomet tie to the woman’s breasts to destroy, mutilate, maim and dismember.

I repent and renounce and break the worship of the woman’s breasts.

I repent and renounce and break the worship of female sexuality especially through pornography and oral sex.

I repent and repent of, renounce and break masturbation, known as the mysteries of solitude.

I repent and renounce the mysteries of solitude, I command the spirit of masturbation to leave me now.

I repent, renounce and break the power of the caduceus rod over my life, and its representation of male sexuality and all sex, magic and death magic.

I renounce and break the power of the two snakes around that rod and over my sexuality in Yeshua’s mighty name.
I repent and renounce and break the power of the two snakes of that rod around my own spine and command them to leave in Yeshua’s mighty name.

I repent and renounce and break every effect of perverted sex and the poison of the two serpents.

I repent and renounce and break the worship of the male phallic and every compulsion and lust to rape and to sodomise, in the name of Yeshua Ha’Mashiach.

I renounce and break the desire to be sodomised and fantasy of being sodomised.

I repent and renounce and break every effect of being the bride of satan and being initiated and sealed as the bride of satan through rape and/or sodomy.

I repent and renounce and break every effect of the goat-god’s cloven feet, their uncleanness and their power to trample underfoot.

Prophetic action: Take a prophetic step forward as you renounce:

I take myself out from under the power of these feet and declare the Baphomet goat-god is under my feet in Yeshua Ha’Mashiach’s mighty name.

I repent and renounce and break every effect of being terrorised by the goat-god and I break all night terror.

I renounce and break the false angel wings of the goat-god, all astral travel and every tie to the astral plane.

I break the wings of astral travel and of the goat-god off my life.

[Men:] I renounce and break misogyny, the hatred of women and the wife I love, that comes from the goat-god. I break it off my life in Yeshua’s mighty name. I declare I will not be a misogynist in Yeshua’s mighty name.

Or:

Women:] I renounce and break misandry, the hatred of men and the husband I love, that comes from the goat-god. I break it off my life in Yeshua’s mighty name. I declare I will not be a misandress in Yeshua’s mighty name.
I repent and renounce and break the spirit of the misogynist and misandress off my life and command it and the spirit of feminism and male chauvinism to leave in the name of Yeshua Ha’Mashiach.

I repent and enounce and break misogamy, the hatred of marriage, that comes from the goat-god. I break it in Yeshua’s mighty Name.

I repent and renounce and break the absolute hatred of women.

I renounce and break the despising of men and the hatred that comes from being used to satisfy their lust.

I repent and renounce and break the spirit of prostitution that comes with pornography and the murder of the soul of the man through prostitution and the absolute hatred of men.

[Note: Pornography is prostitution because it is sex for money. It is not an excuse to say, as some have, “Oh but I did not pay for it”. If for some reason someone had a freebie with a prostitute they would have still been with a prostitute.]

I renounce and break every effect of being bathed in the darkness of satan through the goat-god and sexual sin.

I repent and renounce and break every effect of the death and hell of Apollyon coming from pornography, homosexuality, prostitution, temple prostitution, sodomy, incest and polygamy.

I repent and renounce and break the spirit of whoredoms and prostitution that comes with pornography.

I renounce and break anger, rage, and murder that comes with Baphomet consummation and all satanic rape.

I repent and renounce and break the Baphomet symbolism of sex with a man, sex with a woman, sex with an animal and sex with a demon. I break this perversion off my life in Yeshua’s mighty name.

I repent of, renounce and break all sex with Incubus and Succubus demons whether by invitation, through masturbation or otherwise.

I repent and break the power of the Incubus and Succubus spirits off my life. I shackle and bind them and command them to leave in Yeshua’s mighty name.

[Fasting may be required to deal with either of these two demon spirits which can be a less than easy stronghold to deal with.]
I renounce and break every effect of the Baphomet cross, the grid of satan off my life. I break the dedication to satan on that grid and I take myself off the grid in Yeshua’s mighty name.

I repent and renounce and break every tie to Leviathan through Baphomet worship.

I repent and renounce and break every effect of Kundalini and Kali.
I repent and renounce and break every effect of the Lotus flame coming out of the goat-god’s head which I break off my life.
I repent and renounce and break the prince of devils, Om, off my life.
I repent and renounce and break every effect of the bowing of yoga, and unifying with the spirit of the universe.
I repent and renounce and break off my life the seven chakras, the spinning wheels of yoga, and I close every one of those psychic entry points.
I repent and renounce and break all self-enlightenment, occult enlightenment and occult revelation.
I repent and renounce and break every effect of declaring ‘I am a god’.
I repent and renounce and break every effect of being in an altered state of consciousness.
I bind every demon that came in through that state and command it to leave in the name of Yeshua Ha’Mashiach.
I bind and shackle every spirit of an altered state of consciousness and command them to leave me in Yeshua’s mighty name.
I ask you Father God to close every psychic entity point or door to the astral plane and seal it closed.
I bind and shackle the spirit of the gatekeeper to the astral plane and command it to leave me now in Yeshua’s mighty name.
I break every effect of these strongholds and I ask you Father God to cleanse me and seal every release in the name of Yeshua Ha’Mashiach. Amen.